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ABSTRACT 

In today’s world as the interest for electrical vitality is expanding step by step, renewable vitality sources 

have come into ubiquity particularly photovoltaic frameworks (PV) that implies sunlight based cell. It has no 

running expense and due to openly accessible sun based radiations. PV can go about as a voltage source which is 

nourishing to a force circuit. This study proposes a PV sustained to KY converter which can be utilized for to 

increment or lessening the voltage and synchronously inverter converter is utilized. The simulation work has been 

done to contemplate the execution of the proposed topology in MATLAB/SIMULATION environment. The 

simulation results dissected and comes about exhibited for circuit.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The growing energy consumption has created hobby in renewable energy era systems, certainly one of that 

is photovoltaic. This kind of gadget converts solar electricity into power. Photovoltaic systems may be integrated to 

portable digital gadgets electronics industry improved widely throughout current years. So the necessities of such 

converters which as low electricity intake, small and cheap systems also increased. So delivered gadgets are boom 

or lower the output voltage. For the application of energy deliver frequently want high voltage to gain excessive 

energy and voltage amplitude. This is achieved by the way of boosting low voltage to excessive voltage. In this 

proposed module KY converter are used output current of KY converter is non-pulsating. So it consists of small 

quantity of voltage ripple. It additionally gives appropriate load temporary response. This paper gives a detailed 

description of solar mobile module KY converter and inverter is offered in conjunction with simulation. 

KY Converter Configuration: A voltage increase converter is proposed which makes use of a rate pump and a 

coupled inductor in KY converter. It’s far voltage-set up converter it is operated as greenhouse-boost converter 

blended with synchronous rectification that is in the form of replacing diodes with MOSFET switches. 

 
Figure.1. KY Converter 

It consists of two MOSFET switches one output inductor L, one capacitor C, one diode Db, and one energy 

transferring capacitor Cb that is big enough to keep the voltage across itself consistent at a few value. Fig.1, depicts 

the structure of KY converter. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

System Details and Design Consideration: Solar PV cells produce power without delay through converting the 

sun strength into electrical electricity. The output voltage of the PV mobile is quite small for use practically, those 

are used in series-parallel combos called as PV array and modules to supply the widespread degree of voltage and 

current. This system is composed of a sun PV panel is transformed to a constant dc voltage of the DC-DC 

converter. The output of PV array is boosted by way of using of KY converter and for to convert DC to AC 

inverter is used. 

 
Figure.2. Block Diagram of Proposed Module 

Proposed System: The proposed converter is fed from PV cell that is solar cell. This produces DC output. The 

increased form of converter combines the KY converter to enhance up the DC voltage and it’s given to inverter to 
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convert DC to AC for in additional loads. The ideal power of the PV is useful for any purpose the overall output of 

PV relies upon the quantity of cells in the array, the total electricity is the contribution of every cell. So, by using 

calculating the output of one cell, we may calculate the total output. 

Working Of Converter: Right here the running of KY converter, sun cell is given to the KY converter sun-PV 

cells produce energy at once with the aid of converting the sun energy into electrical electricity that is acquired 

from sun cell is given to the KY converter which is the combination of boost converter is used to setup the dc 

voltage is given to the inverter. Which converts DC into AC then it may be used for loads.  

 
Figure.3. Simulation of Proposed module 

The figure.3, depicts the simulation version of proposed KY converter. It includes solar panel, KY 

converter and an inverter. Solar panel produces DC voltage is fed to KY converter, the KY converter boom the 

voltage to required stage and maintain the continuity and its output. In most cases the house keep home equipment 

works in AC, so the obtained DC voltage from KY converter is given to inverter for converting DC to AC. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

   
Figure.4. Output of solar module Figure.5. Output of KY converter Figure.6. Output of proposed 

model 

Figure.4, depicts the output of solar module Figure.5, suggests the output of KY converter which increases 

voltage amplitude of sun version and Figure.6, shows changing DC to AC voltage by using inverter. 

4. CONCLUSION 

A step up converter is supplied that is aggregate of KY converter and inverter with excellent benefit which 

produces AC that is used to attach the load. 
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